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Swedish 3D printer manufacturer
Wematter signs agreement with
UK reseller CDG 3D Tech

Wematter’s Gravity SLS 3D printer will be available through CDG 3D Tech in the UK

Swedish 3D printer manufacturer Wematter enters a distribution agreement
with the UK reseller CDG 3D Tech to broaden the sales and service network
for the Gravity 3D printer in the UK market. The partnership is a step toward
Wematter's internationalisation, offering the European market access to the
Gravity SLS 3D printing system in 2023.

“CDG 3D TECH chose to partner with Wematter to offer UK Industry a Clean SLS
Solution from start to finish: Clean loading of powder cartridges, Clean reduced
oxygen environment, Clean part finishing, Clean powder recycling. A full turnkey
solution from one supplier, including advanced software with built-in AI to
maximise throughput via the full build volume,” says Grant Cameron, CEO at CDG
3D TECH.

Grant continues “We were very impressed with the range of materials available
including PA6, PA11, PA12, PP and TPU, many in white and black powders, plus
ESD safe and food safe materials. SLS is the leading 3D printing and additive
manufacturing technology for prototyping and batch production. Wematter
offers the market a unique solution which CDG are excited to be able to sell and
support in the UK.”
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“I’m happy to grow the dynamic UK market together with CDG 3D Tech, as they
are a leading reseller of our industry in the UK. Their large customer service and
support team offer a solid base for servicing the Gravity SLS 3D printing system.
The number of potential customers that have approached us in the UK is so
large that we need partners to represent us.  This contract will be a win for all
parties as the UK customer base grows”, says Robert Kniola, founder and CEO at
Wematter.

For more information, contact:
Daniel Delviken
Marketing Director
Wematter AB
press@wematter.se
+46 (0)739 65 80 32

About Wematter AB (publ)
Swedish 3D printing company Wematter's pioneering solution gives hospitals,
offices, and workshops access to a comprehensive system. For the first time,
employees can easily print components themselves with the same strength and
quality as traditional technology. Wematter’s proprietary end-to-end solution
enables customers to accelerate product development and in-house volume
production. At the same time, the system creates the conditions for increased
flexibility, lower risk and reduced manufacturing and development costs. For
more information about Wematter, visit wematter3d.com

About Concurrent Design Group
Since 1993 the Concurrent Design Group, CDG, has been at the cutting edge of 3D
engineering design & manufacturing technology. Our story developed from 2003
onwards, as the company focused on supplying the latest 3D printing, 3D
scanning & 3D software technologies. In essence, we are the longest serving
independent UK company in the 3D technology market. Our aim is to help our
customers maximise their success by investing in and using the latest 3D
technology and achieving high performance, high productivity, high quality and
maximum throughput. For more information about CDG, visit https://cdg.uk.com
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